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Through a better understanding of '"undesirable futures'
towards better digitalization

Veikko Halttunen

University ofJyväskylä, PO Box 35, FI-40014 University ofJyväskylä, Finland

Abstract
In this paper, we widen the scope of  sociotechnical approach in respect of digitalization. Our claim is
that the focus should be shifted from organizational consideration to the level of  the whole society, o r
in some cases, to the humankind. The primary impetus to this shift can be  found from the environmental
threats. However, environmental issues are not the only reason. Individual concerns related to  privacy
and health, as well as digital divide as a social and societal problem are other examples, for which a
broader approach i s  necessary. In our  analysis, we bor row the concept of 'sociotechnical imaginary'
which was introduced by Sheila Jasanoff and Sang-Hyun Kim, and further developed by Jasanoff. While
Jasanoff emphasizes the "positive visions of future” over the negative ones, our analysis starts from
"undesirable” or "resisted” futures and goes further towards "a better future”. Our argument is that we
should be much more proactive in developing digital systems that extensively change societies.
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1. Introduction

Organizational information systems have been seen as an effective means to improve individual
and organizational performance and productiveness. Adopting a sociotechnical approach makes
information systems more acceptable to  the end-users, which, in turn, help to achieve the
organizational goals of these systems [1]. A better understanding o f  sociotechnical aspects has
led to increased productivity of organizations also in terms of flexibility and learning [2].

I t  is acknowledged that sociotechnical systems should be considered from a new perspective
which shifts the focus to sustainability [3]. Lange and Santarius [4] have considered conditions
for sustainable digitalization. They argue that we must consciously and proactively shape the
digital process, and the process must not be left by no  means to chance. They call for three
principles to be followed. According to the first principle, we should have digitalization as much
as necessary and as little as possible. The second principle underlines that citizens own their own
data. The third principle says that we must develop the Internet and its services as 'common
goods'.

The mainstream research on  information systems has promised a light future for digitalized
societies. However, i t  is hard  to  find any systematic analysis of the threats of, and problems caused
by, digitalization. However, digitalization has, indeed, several adverse effects that should  be  taken
into account in developing digital systems, and in building digital societies. Warnings about
potentially negative effects o f  digital systems, or  o f  the ways in using them, can be found. For
instance, a recent study that provides evidence of positive impact of  digitalization on
environment, concludes that "it is also important to identify the negative effects of digitalization
to minimize that impact” [5]. A more recent study that recognizes the potential of  health
information technology worries about the digital divide related to using the technology [6].
Negative effects or  guestionable positive impacts of digitalization on environment are considered
by  Lange, Pohl and Santarius [7], for example.
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In this paper, we attempt to draw an overall picture of  the societal and global threats that
should be tackled when developing new digital systems. In our analysis, we make use of the
concept o f  'sociotechnical imaginary'. Sociotechnical imaginaries are defined by  Jasanoff and Kim
[8] as "collectively held, institutionally stabilized, and publicly performed visions of  desirable
futures, animated by  shared understandings of  forms of social l ife and social order attainable
through, and supportive of, advances in science and technology” and later elaborated by Jasanoff
[9] as "collectively held and performed visions of desirable futures (or of  resistance against the
undesirable)... animated by shared understandings of forms of social life and social order
attainable through, and supportive o f  , advances in science and technology.” As Jasanoff puts it, it
is not  only a guestion of desirable futures but also of  avoiding the undesirable ones. In this paper,
we aim to  show through examples why resistance against the undesirable futures should be much
more in focus when i t  comes to digitalization of societies.

This study is based on conceptual consideration with practical examples. The primary impetus
for this study was our new university course on  sustainable and responsible digitalization. When
gathering material for the course, we found several eye-opening facts on  the harmful effects of
digitalization. These effects include (1) increasing energy consumption of, and other
environmental threats caused by, digital systems, (2) privacy and information security concerns,
(3) digital divide, (4) illegal or other undesirable digital behavior by individuals, and (5) health
problems and deterioration of  well-being. The l is t  is not inclusive. For example, artificial
intelligence is  developing so rapidly that proactive research about the potentially negative
impacts on  societies is needed. The process of  gathering the material was not easy. I t  is much
easier to find research findings, frameworks, 'big pictures' etc. which highlight the opportunities
of digitalization than those that challenge digitalization and guestion its omnipotence.

The paper is organized as follows. I n  the next chapter, we present some key concepts that we
will use as conceptual basis of  our analysis. In Chapter 3, we will provide examples of  problems
and threats related to  digital systems. In Chapter 4, we will drawa big picture of  issues presented
in  chapter 3. Especially, we will discuss how the different areas are interrelated. Finally, we
conclude our main theses.

2. Sociotechnical approach

Technology and science have been the key driving forces behind modern societies. In fact,
technology is a crucial part of  the whole human history. This has got technological determinists to
think that social and societal life is completely determined by technology. I n  its extreme,
technological determinism (TD) sees a society is  nothing more than the outcome of  technological
inventions. Karl Marx already said that: "The hand-mill gives you society with the feudal lord; the
steam mill society with the industrial capitalist? (adopted from [10]). So, technological
determinists think that technological developments fol low the internal logic of technology, and
these developments inevitably cause the societal changes. The way TD neglected or  marginalized
the ro le o f  human, social, and societal factors in the development of  modern societies, led  to the
emergence of  the school of  science and technology studies.

The starting point  for science and technology studies, as Wajcman [11] puts it, is  that "the
content and direction o f  technological innovation are amenable to sociological analysis and
explanation”. In short, according to this thinking, there are usually several technological options
that  can be selected and, therefore, several optional d i rect ions for technological evolution. This is
contrary to the idea of TD, according to  which technology has i ts internal rules that  would force
the direction to the certain end. SST (social shaping of  technology) that is  part  o f  science and
technology studies argues that technological development is shaped by public discussions and
political decisions [12].

Besides SST, another branch of  science and technology studies, SCOT (social construction of
technology), provides useful concepts for analyzing technological developments. These concepts
include 'interpretative flexibility”, 'closure' and 'social group'.Interpretative flexibility refers to the
cultural interpretation of a technological artifact. Because of this flexibility, technology has
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several options to evolve. Social groups are institutions, organizations, and unorganized groups
of individuals who share the same set of meanings attached to a technological artefact. Closure
means a mechanism that leads to stabilization of the artefact (as considered by the social groups).

The main contribution of science and technology studies to our analysis is the foundational
idea o f  denying the deterministic view o f  technology. From this perspective, society and,
furthermore, the living environment of humankind is not only a result of technological
developments, but the technological evolution can be remarkably affected by human
interventions that are not technological of their nature but rather social and societal.

Next, we focus on the concept of sociotechnical imaginaries. As presented above,
sociotechnical imaginaries are seen as visions of the desired future. "The undesirable/resisted
futures” mentioned by  Jasanoff [9]  seem to have a secondary/implicit role i n  sociotechnical
imaginaries. When i t  comes to digitalization, this is  unfortunate, because considerations of digital
systems are remarkably biased towards the benefits of  the systems, and they neglect or at least
underestimate the threats. As already briefly stated, digital systems themselves may cause,
however, several severe problems that need to be resisted.

I n  their book Smart Green World? [4] Lange and Santarius conclude their analysis by
presenting the most crucial guestion: What kind of digitalization do we want? Although this is the
ultimate guestion, we argue that without an explicit consideration of the future we do not  want,
the outcome won't be sustainable. Our argument is this: i f  we had been more proactive towards
the earlier developments of digitalization, most of  the unacceptable conseguences which
occurred, would not  have occurred. A l l  undesirable conseguences can never be  avoided, but their
number can be limited to the minimum and their fatality avoided by careful planning. It seems
that the laissez faire approach adopted so far has benefited old and new businesses a great deal,
but other sectors of  societies as well as individuals may have been negatively affected in many
cases.

I n  the next chapter, we  will provide examples o f  realized problems that should be resisted in
the future. We will make explicit some of  the most critical threats of digital systems. By so doing,
we a im to help building a little more realistic plan for digitalization. We will focus on  the areas
already mentioned in the introduction. To find themes or areas that could be relevant to our
approach, we conducted several rounds of  search by using the following keywords: 'problem(s)',
'threat(s)', 'challenge(s)', "digital system/transformation', 'digitalization', IT, ICT", 'information
technology”, *sustainable”, sustainability', responsible”, and 'responsibility'. The results were
scattered, and they d id not  provide any overall framework or 'big picture". [ n  general, i t  seems
that so far there has not been scientific ambition to  build such a framework. In this paper, our aim
is to show by examples the relevance of a critical framework of digitalization. Our 'big picture'
should be considered rather as a starting point  than an outcome.

3. Examples of problems and threats related to digital systems

Next, we attempt to open some of the b ig  problems caused by digital systems, as well as concerns
which exist in relation to these systems. I t  is  interesting that these problems and concerns have
typically been considered separately from each other, and most often solutions have assumed to
be rather technological than social or societal.

3.1. Environmental threats

Digitalization has been seen as a crucial means for implementing the green transition. Without a
thorough understanding of the environmental impacts of digitalization, both good and bad, this
assumption is misleading, which can even lead to the worsening of the environmental problems,
e.g. [4].

The energy efficiency in terms of performance per watt, has remarkably increased. However,
the overall energy consumption of the ICT sector has not declined but rather increased [4]. I f  we
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l ike to benefit from the improved energy efficiency o f  ICT, we cannot continuously invent new
uses o f  ICT with a resultant increase i n  the total energy consumption and emissions. The only
acceptable exception is the situation when increased use of digital applications help cut energy
consumption and emissions more in other sectors l ike transportation, travelling or
manufacturing [13].

We take three examples o f  cases of ICT development which brings potentially undesired
effects.

Example 41: Videostreaming services. YouTube, TikTok, and similar videostreaming
services are familiar to nearly everyone who uses the Internet. Apparently, guite few actively
think when watching a streamed video that data transfer and data centers form a main partof  the
energy consumption and emissions from the ICT sector. A great deal o f  this is caused by
videostreaming [14]. When this is  done purely for fun, we should ask: Can we afford this? The
potential energy savings o f  videostreaming as compared to  physical products such as DVDs was
realized a decade ago but there was also a concern that the savings from streaming may be lost
due to the rapidly increasing consumption of  streamed videos [15]. This fear has come true.

Example %2; Shein. Shein, the Chinese online fast fashion retailer, makes use of efficient
digital technologies, artificial intelligence in particular, to boost shopping for clothes. This is  done
by shortening the lifecycles o f  fashion trends. This is  contrary to principles o f  sustainable
consumption. Shein utilized previously mentioned TikTok in its marketing. Besides
environmental concerns, Shein has been  accused of several kinds o f  negligence, exploi tat ion, and
illegalities.

Example 43 .  Bitcoin, and other cryptocurrencies. Cryptocurrency Bitcoin is, for sure, the
best-known application of  blockchain technology. Blockchain technology is based on a
distributed architecture (peer-to-peer architecture) for maintaining a digital, distributed ledger
that consists of  blocks". The blocks are carriers for information on several kinds of transactions.
Since there are no  official parties who validate the transaction, the validation is  done by the peer-
users. This reguires huge amounts of  energy [16], [17].  Although the validation (mining) methods
(of  cryptocurrencies) have been improved, the development of  blockchain technology, especially
cryptocurrencies, should be critically assessed and the threatening developments should be
rapidly reacted.

3.2. Privacy and information security concerns

Privacy concerns of the Internet users are real [18]. They originate from several sources -
governments, corporations, and individuals. National surveillance is  part of  national security.
However, national surveillance may extend far beyond what we, in general, consider acceptable.
The Snowden case revealed the extent of  surveillance performed by the United States, but the US
is not  alone. Similar activities to the same or  even larger extent are performed by  at least Russia
and China [18]. All these actions have global impacts.

Besides national surveillance, another and perhaps even more prominent form of surveillance
is commercial surveillance referred to as "data capitalism', 'surveillance capitalism' or  "digital
capitalism”. This form of  surveillance is performed in order to get economic benefits and it is
based on digital traces everyone leaves when moving on the Internet [19]. I t  is typical that the
customers of an online service can guite guickly forgo his/her rights to privacy [20] and can be
convinced to overcome the privacy concerns [19].

Weaknesses in data security may cause severe threats for privacy. For example, in Finland
there was a large privacy violation case in 2018-2019. The patient database o f  a Finnish
psychotherapy centre Vastaamo [21] was hacked, and the company was extorted to give money
by  threatening to publish the sensitive patient records that the extorters had obtained through
the breach that resulted from insufficient data security and protection. As the company did not
react to the claims, the extorters started to publish hundreds of records a day (the information
included very sensitive information, l ike transcriptions o f  the conversations between the patient
and the therapist). The extorters also sent demands via email to  the victims themselves. All this
caused remarkable harm to the 30,000 victims affected by the case.
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What makes the Vastaamo case particularly repellent is that the victims were already
vulnerable due to their health problems. A Finnish study that considers the Vastaamo case [22]
argues that the case is not, though exceptional in extent and grossness, a singular case in modern
societies. Instead, i t  should be considered as a natural outcome of surveillance (data) capitalism,
platform economy and big data.

3.3. Digital divide

Lythreatis et al. [23] recognize three levels of digital divide (similar phasing can be found in [24],
for example). The first-level digital divide is defined as the gap between those who have access to
computers and the Internet and those who do not. This level was extensively studied in the late
1990s. Subseguently, researchers found new factors related to digital divide. These factors
include accessibility of relevant content, the guality of  the Internet connections, and knowledge
and skills of  the users. This is  called the second-level digital divide. Finally, as digitalization
started to affect almost all areas o f  societies, especially economy, scholars started to ask how
digitalization would result in egually beneficial conseguences to everyone. This is  labelled the
third-level digital divide.

All the levels of digital divide can be found between the (rich) Global North and the (poor)
Global South. This is not, however, the only relevant consideration of digital divide. Digital divide
can be found between the rich and the poor in each state. For example, Coleman [25] found
evidence of  digital divide in schools in the UK. While in private schools access to digital devices
was not seen, in general, a problem, most state schools reported challenges, especially the most
deprived schools. The study was conducted during the Covid-19 school closures. The problem is
not only the access to  the devices but also the guality of  devices.

I n  their review on digital divide and health care, Saeed and Masters [6]  note that factors
leading to digital divide in the health care context include poverty, low health/digital literacy, lack
of interest or motivation to use technology, lack o f  access to  technology. Demographic factors
such race, ethnicity, and gender seem to correlate with the mentioned primary reasons for the
divide. A synthesis of  the Saeed's and Masters's review and the Vastaamo case described above
brings up an interesting guestion: How do privacy violations affect the motivation to use IT which
has been seen necessary to avoid digital divide?

3.4. Illegal and other undesirable digital behavior by individuals

I n  digital societies, citizens are sometimes affected by fellow citizens” unacceptable or  even illegal,
technology-enabled behavior. This can be, for example, cyberbullying, harassment, sexting, or
dating aggression. Excluding cyberbullying, none of  these forms o f  undesirable behavior was
uncommon in times before digital devices either. However, digital devices and applications, social
media in particular have provided effective tools to these reprehensible acts, e.g. [26].

Cyberbullying is an alarming trend among adolescents and children. A systematic review
published in 2021 [27] shows that the prevalence of  global childhood and adolescent
victimization ranges from 13.99% to 57.5%. This means that 1 /7  to even 3 /5  of young people
may be victimized by  cyberbullying. Social media, e-mail, text messages and online games are
typical means for cyberbullying [28]. Possibly the most problematic situation is when
cyberbullying happens in schools, since going to school is basically not voluntary and, young
people are there vulnerable to several kinds of bullying [29].

A recent study [30] investigated cyberbullying on Whatsapp at all school grades (from
elementary school to high school). Of all school grades, the elementary school students
experienced cyberbullying via Whatsapp most (33.1%). In the discussion, the researchers
recommend different kinds o f  interventions like cyberbullying prevention programs.
Surprisingly, they do not notice that the age limit for using Whatsapp is currently 16 years in
Europe and 13 years otherwise. Should we also consider that the age limit is well-argued and it
should be complied with? A relevant guestion is whether our thinking is so much determined by
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the technological imperative that we may be blind to the simplest solutions that are non-
technological and those that restrict the use of  technology.

Currently, relationships with other persons often start on the Internet. While this has been
good for somebody, there is also a lot of undesirable behavior related to the Internet dating. A
study by Reed et al. [31] reports that dating abuse and aggression is  very common among college
students. A study by Henry and Powell [32] reports that technology-facilitated sexual harassment
and violence is growing problem also among adults.

3.5. Concerns related to health and well-being

Health and well-being concerns that are linked to ICT use are manifold. They range from mental
conditions (e.g. Internet gaming disorder, and other forms of addiction) to physical conditions
(e.g. obesity, neck pain, back pain, hearing problems etc. caused by computer game addiction). I t
ought to be reminded that the same technological artifacts that cause problems to individuals
may also provide benefits in certain situations (e.g. video games, [33]).

Addiction is becoming an increasing problem in the digital world [34], [35]. Research that
focuses on digital addiction typically considers Internet gaming disorder, Internet addiction,
smartphone addiction and social media addiction [34-36].

Technostress is another major concern related to digital technologies. It causes deterioration
i n  health and well-being [37]. Thanks to  smartphones, i t  can be very difficult to keep work and
private life separate. In addition, modern work often means responsibility to being available, and
doing different kinds of  reporting. Finally, there is often a need to answer to  a vast number of
emails. This leads to decrease in productivity and worsening of  working life.

4. Visions of  future

I n  this chapter, we will outline a b ig picture drawn from the areas dealt with i n  the previous
chapter. In Table 1, we depict both the undesirable/resisted future and the desired future for each
area. When analyzing the undesirable visions of  future, a systemic approach needs to be followed.
This implies that interrelations between different areas must be recognized and analyzed. We
will consider these interrelations by giving a couple of  examples after the table.

Table 1 Example of visions for digital future
Concern Undesirable future Desired future
Environment

Privacy and security

Digital divide

Supporting o r  creating
inefficient, energy consuming,
and polluting industries and
activities; improvement i n  one
sector leads to deterioration in
some other sectors

Personal information is misused
for different purposes (business,
national, individual)

New technologies and the
related skills and knowledge are
available only to  the rich
(globally and within a particular
society); those who choose
"less digitalization” (due to the

Energy efficient solutions utilizing
minimal amounts of physical resources
and causing minimal emissions and
pollution at systemic level
(environmental impacts of all sectors
and societies affected by the solutions)

Well-designed and high-guality systems
having human rights, such as privacy,
as the  primary priority

Digital societies that provide
individuals egual opportunities and
rights: digital devices that are
necessary for education and public
services are available to  all who are
willing to  use them; those who  are no t
able to use digital applications are
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Unwanted/illegal

privacy concern, for instance)
form the "level B” of  the society

People do not follow the

being helped and those who are
unwilling to use some application for
privacy concerns etc. are ensured an
alternative way to get the necessary
services.

Public institutions, such as schools and
behavior common rules (laws or ethical) universities organize their activities in a

and cause severe problems by way that minimize risks for
using t he  effective digital cyberbullying, harassment etc. No  one
applications for illegal and is forced to use digital applications that
otherwise unwanted purposes. — are potential to  cause individual

threats and ultimate inconveniences
Health and —well- People are addicted to digital Health supporting applications:
being systems (such as social media) applications are designed to  that the

or they are forced to use digital
applications in their work or in
leisure time which can cause
technostress and other health

risks for addiction and technostress are
minimized; organizational practices
and values support a healthy use of
digital applications

problems

The interrelations between the areas may be either positive or  negative meaning that resolving a
problem in one area may either resolve a problem in another area or  worsen problems or  even
cause new problems in the other area. In general, all actions taken in one area should be
considered in relation to environmental] impacts. This is guite clear to most people. Not so clear,
however, may be interrelations between other areas. To clarify these, we  take a couple of
examples.

Example 1. Privacy concerns and digital divide. We have already mentioned that when a
citizen cannot rely on the data security and data protection, and (s)he fears for privacy, a
voluntary exclusion of using digital services may follow. Thus, the better data security and
protection, the less people drop out of  the system, and vice versa, bad guality in data security
leads to more dropouts. On the other hand, when trying to diminish digital divide by providing
devices without proper education to use and utilize them, as a conseguence, privacy problems
may occur.

Example 2. Digital divide and environmental concerns. Fundamentally, digital divide is an
adverse effect of  rapidly developing information technology. When this first-level digital divide
occursin schools (some students do no t  have necessary devices) a rational attempt to resolve the
problem is to provide new devices to all students. This may, however, lead to technological race
and replacing well-functioning devices by new ones at an accelerating pace. This is a wicked
problem since for environmental reasons the lifecycles of  devices should rather be lengthened
than shortened but, on  the other hand,  when students have devices of different guality and
properties, they won' t  have similar opportunities to study.

These examples describe how changes in one area may affect another area. Since digitalization
must not be a guestion of  suboptimization, the interrelations must be carefully analyzed and
reacted. In Table 1 we have provided a l ist of  most obvious and well-known problems. Most of
them are either directly or  indirectly linked with economy. Economic and technical arguments
for digitalization have dominated social and societal factors and values. This unbalance must be
treated with more care i n  future. What we gain by ICT businesses and ICT-based business
innovations, may lead to greater losses in longer term i f  the other factors do not have the role
they deserve.
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5 .  Conclusions

In this paper, we have suggested that digitalization is primarily not a guestion of building digital
systems but rather, of building a societal system where digital systems are implemented and
used. This implies that the basic level of  analysis of digitalization is societal. Thus, the system we
are interested in (a digital society) can and should be exposed to societal analysis. I n  our analysis,
we have borrowed the concept o f  'sociotechnical imaginaries' from science and technology
studies but we have used the concept i n  an unorthodox way as we have emphasized the role of
'undesirable/resisted futures' in imaginations of  a better digital future. We have provided
examples of unwanted outcomes that have already come true, mainly because of  an
overoptimistic attitude; hoping or believing in that things would not go wrong. Digitalization is
such an influential factor that i t  must not be driven by hopes and opportunities only but by careful
planning.

We, information systems scientists, should welcome all the claims for a systemic approach and
the emphasis on planning, since we know how systems work, and how systems are developed.
Unfortunately, considering digitalization we have missed our mission for building a good
SYSTEM. We may have done improvements i n  a subsystem or in a subsystem of a subsystem, but
we los t  the overall p ic ture.  Unsurprisingly, the efforts on green ICT, for example, has not been
efficient enough.

We conclude our paper by stating that significantly more research is needed on the
'undesirable futures' i f  we like to bu i ld  a digitalized society that will work in its entirety. This
reguires brave attitude and independence of research. It also reguires new methods that aim to
analytically reveal potential threats and to  build a synthesis of  them.
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